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ecoNET 300
internet module for controlling solar
systems on-line

ecoNET 300
The ecoNET internet module ensures remote access to the controller with such devices as PC,
tablet or smartphone.
The user has the ability to adjust basic controller parameters influencing operation of the whole
solar installation.
From the user point of view, clear and straightforward graphic visualization of operational history
can be a major and important advantage.

Benefits:
+ Full control from anywhere - on-line management
+ Clear alarm history
+ A controller remote maintenance diagnostics
+ Heat gain information

*

INTERNET

+ for ecoSOL 400
+ for ecoSOL 301

ecoNET App
Internet module propose a simple, intuitive mobile application where the user
can access and adjust the basic and most important parameters for his comfort.
It offers a direct graphic vizualization and operational history of the ambient
temperatures from everywhere.
The application is available for smartphones on Android.
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ecoSOL 400
controller for solar systems

available in following colours

ecoNET 300 & ecoNET App
service and support on-line

ecoSOL 400
The ecoSOL 400 controller is a modern electronic controller designed to control of heat distribution,
coming from thermal solar collector.
The controller operates together with HIGH EFFICIENCY solar collector pumps, controlled by PWM signal
as well as with pressure switches and electronic flowmeter. The purpose of the controller is to control
of solar collector circuits based on data received from temperature sensors in order to maximize the
highest possible energy yield from the collector.
The use of electronic flowmeter allows the controller to determine the actual collector heat gain and
show it as a legible time graph. Titanium anode is responsible for sterilization of DHW tank. Control over
pressure switch ensures the safety and reliability of the thermal solar collector installation.
The controller is equipped with an output for the BUS transmission, additionally, this device can be
remotely controlled over website by using additional ecoNET 300 module.

Benefits:
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+ Maximum heat gain from the thermal solar collector
+ Heat gain calculation
+ Legible heat gain graph accessible from main controller display
+ Graphic visualization of energy recovered from the collector from previous days
+ Alarm notification
+ Multiple thermal solar collector operation schemes to choose from
+ Fluent control over two pumps
+ Edition of operational parameters and online supervision
+ Switching off the electric heater, when the thermal solar collector starts to operate
+ Heat discharge function, activated after exceeding the maximum buffer temperature
+ 6 temperature sensors PT 1000

Features for ecoSOL 400
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ecoSOL 301
controller for solar systems

available in following colours

ecoNET 300 & ecoNET App
service and support on-line

ecoSOL 301
The ecoSOL 301 controller is a modern electronic controller designed to control of heat distribution,
coming from thermal solar collector. The controller operates together with HIGH EFFICIENCY solar
collector pumps, controlled by PWM signal.
The purpose of the controller is to control of solar collector circuits based on data received from
temperature sensors in order to maximize the highest possible energy yield from the collector.
The main advantage of this controller consist of a full, remote access to each and every function and
parameters with the usage of modern internet module ecoNET 300. The same level of remote access for
service parameters applies for mobile device application.
The ecoSOL 301 controller is equipped with illuminated knob and furthermore, for the user’s convenience,
the software menu is legible and easy-to-use for operation.

Benefits:
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+ Multiple thermal solar collector operation schemes to choose from
+ Edition of operational parameters and online supervision
+ Fluent control over two HIGH EFFICIENCY pumps with PWM signal
+ Switching off the electric heater, when the thermal solar collector starts to operate
+ Heat gain calculation
+ Graphic visualization of energy recovered from the collector from previous days
+ Heat discharge function, activated after exceeding the maximum buffer temperature
+ 6 temperature sensors PT 1000

Features for ecoSOL 301
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ecoSOL 201
controller for solar systems

available in following colours

ecoSOL 201
The ecoSOL 201 controller is a modern electronic controller designed to control of heat distribution,
coming from thermal solar collector. The controller operates together with HIGH EFFICIENCY solar
collector pumps, controlled by PWM signal.
The purpose of the controller is to control of solar collector circuits based on data received from
temperature sensors in order to maximize the highest possible energy yield from the collector.
This device was being designed, tested and manufactured by PLUM Company according to Integrated
Management System regulations such as: ISO 9001, ISO 14001 or BS OHSAS 18001 as well as
harmonized LVD and EMC directives norms, which all together stands for proven high quality level.

Benefits:
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+ Multiple thermal solar collector operation schemes to choose from
+ 4 temperature sensors PT 1000
+ Fluent control over two HIGH EFFICIENCY pumps with PWM signal
+ Safety feature: the pump stops after exceeding maximum temperature for the buffer
+ Graphic visualization of energy recovered from the collector from previous days
+ Graphic display with current diagram

Features for ecoSOL 201
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Double pump group
with Grundfos UPM3 Solar pump and PLUM
ecoSOL 301/400 solar controller
Solar fluid circulation adjustment

Double pump group

Double pump group with Grundfos UPM3 Solar pump and PLUM ecoSOL 301/ecoSOL 400 solar is a device
than ensures and adjusts the circulation of solar fluid (a propylene glycol mixture) between the solar
collectors and the container. The group consists of a circulation pump and measurement and adjustment
devices.
It can be applied in case of both the flat plate collectors and the evacuated tube collectors.

Group constituents
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1. Ball valve with thermometer and return valve
(high parameter)
2. Ball valve with thermometer and return valve (low
parameter)
3. Safety valve - 6 bar
4. Group with a manometer
5. Grundfos UPM3 Solar 15 -75 130 circulation pump
6. Rotameter with valves for filling and draining the
solar facility
7. Connection (3/4 x 3/4, external thread)
8. Air separator with bleeder

Equipment of ecoSOL 400/301 (connected to the controller)

+ 1 x 1m collector temperature sensor
+ 3 x 3m container temperature sensor
+ 1 x power supply cable

ecoNET 300 & ecoNET App

Service and support on-line.

ecoSOL 400

ecoSOL 301

ecoSOL 400 is a modern electronic adjuster
intended for handling solar circuits. It is
compatible with PWM-signal-controlled
pumps and the ecoNET 300 online module.
It handles a flow meter, a titanium anode
and pressure switches.

ecoSOL 301 is a modern electronic adjuster
intended for handling solar circuits. It is
compatible with PWM-signal- controlled
pumps and the ecoNET 300 online module.
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www.ecoNET24.com

ecoSOL 400/301

ecoLINK2

www.ecoNET24.com
ecoNET 300
WiFi

USB

access point
router/switch/PC
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ethernet
LAN RJ45

power
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